I am Julian Hundeloh,
a passionate full-stack developer with focus on UX and Mobility.

Advise. Develop. Lead.
I have been coding since I have been 10 and since then I have gained deep experience in a variety of technologies and numerous projects
with intercultural teams and different company sizes. Given this broad skill set I can support you along the whole implementation cycle from the definition of architecture and actual development to testing, end-user training and safe deployment in production. As technical
skills alone are not the key to success I am a vigorous proponent of open communication during all stages of projects.

Are you looking for…
… a lead developer who can independently guide a (distributed) team to success?
… a full-stack expert with excellent cross-topic skills to plan and implement applications in a team or alone?
… a coach who helps your team to get into gear?
… a trainer for developer or end-user trainings?
… a cross-topic expert who can identify performance or security potential in your applications?
This list is not exhaustive - I will be happy to discuss your requirements in detail. Please get in touch with me.

Skills
Languages
JavaScript (preferrably TypeScript)

EXPERT

PHP

EXPERT

HTML

EXPERT

ABAP

EXPERT

CSS

EXPERT

C#

INTERMEDIATE

SQL

EXPERT

Java

INTERMEDIATE

NodeJS

EXPERT

Electron (cross-platform desktop apps)

EXPERT

React

EXPERT

Docker

EXPERT

React Native (cross-platform mobile apps)

EXPERT

CI/CD

EXPERT

Vue.js

EXPERT

Testing

EXPERT

SAP Fiori / SAPUI5

EXPERT

OData

EXPERT

ABAP (OO)

EXPERT

SAP HANA (e.g., modeling, CDS)

INTERMEDIATE

ABAP Reports

EXPERT

SmartForms

INTERMEDIATE

Applications, Frameworks & Methodologies

SAP skills
Technical

Products & Solutions
SAP Gateway

EXPERT

SAP SD

BASIC

SAP CRM

EXPERT

SAP HCM

BASIC

SAP BTP

EXPERT

SAP MM

BASIC

INTERMEDIATE

SAP FI

BASIC

german

NATIVE

french

BASIC

english

ADVANCED

SAP WebDispatcher

Languages

Recent projects
Experience Town

Hybrid Requisition Approvals

Lead Developer and Architect of a platform that brought user research

Lead Developer and Coach of a packaged Approve Requisitions application

onto a new level in one of the largest pharma companies of the world. It
allows researchers to find the right target group, create custom surveys
and turn the results into actions. Users can learn user centric design
principles and create their own Design Thinking guided projects. Part of

at the largest telecommunication company of the Philippines. The
application is wrapped in a SAP Fiori Client and targets iOS and Android
devices. Custom adaptions of the SAP Fiori Client were necessary to
support custom SAML authentication behaviour and to have an offline

the project was also a mobile app with real-time notifications.

mode while using the application in remote locations.

My Approvals

KPI Dashboard on SAP CP

Lead Developer and Architect of a custom UI5 application that is designed
to be a one stop shop for approvals in one of the largest pharma

Lead Developer of an high performant KPI dashboard application for board
members of one of the biggest insurance companies in the world. This

companies of the world with over 50.000 users. Part of the project was also
a mobile app and a desktop app with real-time notifications.

application makes use of OData services exposed via HANA XS on SAP
Cloud Platform.

Fiori Launchpad XXL

CRM for Football

Lead Developer in one of the largest SAP Fiori Launchpad rollouts

Lead Developer and Coach of the SAP CRM on HANA implementation at

worldwide. The Launchpad is designed to be the central entry point for
employees for any HR related topic. Various custom implementations were
necessary, e.g. an improved personalization concept, a fine granular
authorization concept and the integration of apps residing on different

Germany's largest football association. The focus was on Activity and
Campaign Management to efficiently manage event invitations and make
this as smooth as possible for VIPs.

servers. The total number of users is over 100.000.

AP Invoice Processing
Lead Developer of a lighthouse project that combines SAP Fiori and SAP
Screen Personas in parallel in order to increase the efficiency of invoice
processing processes at the largest food company in the world.
Additionally, for analytical purposes SAP Smart Business applications with
custom SAP HANA views were developed.

Previous employment history
September 2014 - June 2017

SAP Technology Consultant for Mobile Solutions and User Experience
at SAP SE in Zurich, Switzerland
January 2014 - July 2014

SAP SD Consultant
at noventum consulting in Münster, Germany
October 2011 - December 2013

SAP CRM Business Processes Consultant
at SAP SE in Walldorf, Germany
September 2008 - September 2011

Cooperative Education Student with focus on SAP CRM
at SAP SE in Walldorf, Germany

Get in touch
Ready to discuss your next project? I am available any time for remote jobs.

 An der hohlen Gasse 25
4058 Basel
Switzerland

 julian@hundeloh-consulting.ch
 hundeloh-consulting.ch

